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- 1 1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 Terms of Reference
Our terms of reference were:
'Broaden the understanding of the techniques and methods used in the treatment
of expenses and their practical application'.
1.2 Purpose
The purpose of this report is to give a resume of this subject in an easily
readable form. It also gives some details about what companies currently do in
this area. It is hoped that the report will provide a better understanding of
the subject and will provoke companies to give more attention to the analysis
and allocation of expenses; also that the problems highlighted in the report
will lead to a discussion of possible solutions. The report should also be of
interest to the student of the General Insurance examination of the Institute.
There is an excellent reference paper on the subject entitled 'Analysis of
Insurance Expenses' by I.L. Rushton which was presented to the Students' Society
in 1977.
1.3 Importance of Expenses
Expenses may take up 30% or more of the premium and it is this high proportion
which provokes and justifies considerable attention being devoted to expenses.
In recent years the degree of competition from within the industry and from the
entry into the industry by other financial organisations has intensified and
this has led to attention being focused on reduction of costs and improvement in
efficiency. Improved rating levels from rate increases, better risk selection
and risk improvements have helped to reduce the potential claims ratio.
However, actual results, particularly at the gross level, can be quite different
from expected because of the highly random nature of claims, for example, the
heavy costs from the hurricane of October 1987. The other element of outgo,
which is under the control of an insurance operation, is the relatively stable
one of expenses. Expenses do not suffer from the random fluctuations associated
with claims and can be estimated with a high degree of accuracy, at least in
overall terms, although there may be variations in the individual components.
The difficulty within an insurance operation lies in ascertaining exactly which
activity has given rise to the expense since a lot of the work falls in the
overhead category. In manufacturing industry expenses often can be easily
associated with the tasks being performed and this knowledge can be used to
introduce cost saving measures to reduce the level of expenses. The same
principle can be used in insurance in spite of the difficulty referred to above.
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Insurance is a service industry and organisations have varying attitudes to
what is the optimum level of service to be provided. Additional service
requires higher costs and it is not easy to quantify the benefits it brings in
terms of enhanced customer satisfaction, goodwill and business production. In
today's financially aware society the sophisticated customer demands not only an
improving service but wants it at a lower cost! What has helped the industry to
provide this better service has been the explosion in computer power. This has
not generally led to cost reductions from the shedding of staff, but it has
brought about superior productivity and greater flexibility. However, this has
not come cheap and a further cost comes from mistakes made in the development of
computer systems.
A knowledge of expenses is important not only in providing a means for
controlling them but also in the proper pricing of products. In recent years,
price competition in personal lines has been very much in evidence, particularly
in the motor market where two rate revisions in a year have not been uncommon.
The insured would shop around at renewal and lapse rates in certain sectors
approached 50%. In this situation a better appreciation of the expenses
involved in putting new policies on the books would have been an important
factor in judging whether a more favourable option was to introduce a smaller
rate rise accompanied by a lower level of costs due to reduced lapses.
In a soft market a company may wish to adhere to its objective of keeping its
market share to limit the adverse impact on its expense ratio. It may be that
the only way of maintaining market share is by obtaining business at inadequate
rating levels. However, an option open to such a company is to maintain its
underwriting standards rather than its volume. This may be achieved by improved
control of claims costs as a result of spending more money to achieve a better
analysis or identification of risk features. A better knowledge of expenses
will help in making this choice.
The way in which an insurance organisation operates has changed radically in
the last few years. Increasing reliance on computers has led to tasks being
performed differently and to changes in the skills required of staff. There has
been a retrenchment of the branch network, and marketing and distribution
methods have altered. This means that the measurement of expenses is a fluid
subject which will require constant attention.
1.4 Expense Categories
So far no definition has been given of the items which are included in the
term 'expenses'. Expenses can be grouped into the following categories :
a) Administrative/Management Expenses
These cover the expenses of acquiring and renewing business and cover the
activities of underwriting, quotation (including sales), renewal and endorsement
(plus servicing). Executive and management expenses also fall into this
category.
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These are expenses relating to the negotiation and settlement of claims. Some
items like legal fees and loss adjusters' fees are directly attributed to
individual claims and are treated as a part of the cost of the claim rather than
as 'expenses'. Other items, like the salary costs of claims handling staff and
office costs relating to these staff, cannot be directly attributed to
individual claims and these are more akin to administration/management expenses.
c) Commission
This is usually a level percentage of the premium but will vary for different
intermediaries/insureds. In some cases it is a flat fee. There may be volume
overriders or profit commissions. Enhanced commission levels are paid to
certain groups like Building Societies or to Broker Delegated Authorities
because they perform some of the administration and marketing that would
otherwise have been carried out by the insurer. A direct sales force may have
production bonuses paid as salary whereas the equivalent payment to an
intermediary would be called commission. At times it may not be possible to
draw a clear distinction between these categories.
d) Investment Expenses
These relate to the buying, selling, handling and holding of investments
together with related staff and office costs. These are normally deducted from
investment income.
Our report deals with the first two categories (but commission is included in
the DTI inter-company comparison shown in Appendix F ) .
1·5 Practical Applications
There is a wide range of activities to which a better understanding of
expenses can be applied.
These can be conveniently split into four groups:
control, pricing, profitability and preparation of statutory and market
information.
1.6 Structure of Report
The next three sections look at expenses from different views. Section 2
considers the various ways in which expenses can be analysed. Section 3
examines the allocation of expenses to various sectors of the business. Both
sections illustrate the variety of ways in which expenses can be examined.
Section 4 goes on to explore the important area of the incorporation of expenses
into the pricing mechanism.
Section 5 deals with the accounting and taxation treatment of expenses. The
final section gives details of actual practice and figures. It includes the
results of a survey conducted amongst leading offices, confidentiality being
maintained by not identifying individual companies. We would like to express
our gratitude to all the participants.
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ANALYSIS OF EXPENSES

2.1 Introduction
The methods used in analysing expenses will depend to a large extent on the
purpose for which expenses are to be analysed. Different methods of analysis
may be appropriate for different purposes.
2.2 Possible Expense Analyses
a) Analysis by Type of Expense
To some extent this can be seen as a step towards one of the more detailed
analyses set out below. However, this can be an important aim in itself.
Analysis by type of expense can be used as a method for controlling expenses.
The largest element of expenses is staff and staff related costs (e.g.
mortgage subsidy etc.). It is possible to set targets/budgets in several ways:
i) Staff Head Numbers If you have a strict procedure to go through in order
to recruit staff over the initial budget and have to justify the acquisition of
additional staff,. you have the basis of a strict control procedure.
ii) Total Staff Costs This measure has the advantage that the "add-on" staff
related expenditure is brought into the equation. The maintenance of this
measure could be set as an objective for the appropriate cost centre.
iii) Ratio of Staff Costs to some other Measure The other measure could be
sales or profitability. This has the advantage that if the business is growing
or declining it allows directly for the changes in staff numbers required.
Much the same sort of controls could be applied to the other items of expense.
The justification procedure to exceed the budgeted expenditure could encompass
the need to show that the expenditure would lead to increased profitability.
This can take the form of a payback period i.e. it would take 2 years to
generate the additional profits and/or savings to cover the cost of the
additional expenditure. This procedure is probably best suited to items of
large capital expenditure.
Expenses could be analysed under the following headings:
Salaries and wages
Other staff costs
Buildings
Communications
Printing and stationery
Data Processing
Public Relations (including advertising)
Other
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The expenses can be broken down into the various functions of the running of
the insurance business. A possible split by function might be:
New Business
Claim
Renewal
Administration
It is possible that one might wish to split the New Business function into its
two constituent parts, namely selling and underwriting.
There are three main ways in which this type of analysis could be used:
i) The figures could be monitored to ensure that there were no adverse trends
in the cost of performing these functions.
ii) It is possible to identify those functions where costs are high and examine
the scope to reduce the associated expenditure.
iii) The costs could be incorporated into the pricing mechanism.
c) Analysis into Fixed and Variable
This used to be a traditional split based on the argument that it was
difficult to make adjustments to fixed expenses. It was therefore important for
the various elements of the insurance business to make at least some profit
contribution to the fixed expense element of the insurance company.
However, this notion may be somewhat outdated. In the short-term, none of the
expenses are variable. It takes time to identify that there is an expense
problem and time to reduce that expenditure. In the long-term all expenditure
is variable. It may be for instance that considerable expense savings could be
achieved by moving a significant part of the Head Office of a company from a
high cost area to a low cost area.
d) Analysis by Direct and Indirect
This can be considered as a step on the way to a full analysis by class of
business or profit centre. Essentially direct costs are self-defined in that
they are the costs directly arising from the handling of a class of business.
An example of this type of expense is the cost of staff directly involved in
this class of business. This would comprise the salaries of the staff together
with their associated costs, e.g. mortgage subsidy, pension fund contributions
and National Insurance contributions. Indirect expenses then comprise the rest
of the expenses. This would cover such items as the General Management of the
company.
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This is an important analysis as it enables expense contributions to be varied
according to the size of the policy. This is of particular relevance when we
are rating either very low or very high premium business.
•It is unlikely that any of the standard analyses of expenses performed by a
company will provide the information required. Special investigations will be
needed.
f) Analysis by Source of Expense
If a sensible control mechanism is to be used then expenses must be analysed
by source. If expenses are not analysed by source, there is no way that any
control can be exercised. The sources by which the expenses would be analysed
will depend upon the level of control required. A possible analysis would be by
each Head Office department and by each branch.
g) Analysis by Profit Centre
To some extent this can be seen as the end product of the allocation process
and this is a key reason why expenses need to be analysed. This enables an
assessment to be made of the profitability of various parts of the organisation.
2.3 Recording of Expenses
A system must be set up to allow expenses to be recorded in such a way that
the analyses described above may be performed. When setting up such a system it
is important to consider all the purposes for which analyses will be required in
order to ensure that the expenses can be provided in the required format. Most
of the information will be provided from the Accounting system and this system
should routinely provide information for the regular analyses. It may be
necessary to have supplementary reports either on a regular or one-off basis.
The recording of the expense information will need to have detailed headings
for the various items of expenses e.g. a suitable division for staff and
associated expenditure might be:
Salaries
Overtime
Mortgage Subsidy
Pension Fund
National Insurance Contributions
Other Benefits
Temps and Sub-Contract Labour
Each of these headings would have a code allocated to it so that each item of
expenditure processed through the system would have one of these codes
associated with it.
In addition, each item of expenditure would be associated with a particular
source. In this example the source could be either a Head Office department or
a branch. The source would need to be the lowest denominator for which an
expense analysis is required.
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3.1 Purpose
Having ascertained its various costs of operation, over and above contractual
claims payments, an insurer will next be considering the most appropriate way of
allocating these costs to different sectors of the operation. There are several
different purposes for which such allocations will need to be made and the
likelihood is that a single basis of allocation will not be appropriate for all
purposes.
The purposes for which expense allocation may be needed are:
a) Control of costs in operational units
b) Examination of profitability of products and operating units
c) Setting premium rates
d) Completion of DTI returns
e) Generation of internal management accounts
f) Completion of published accounts

In general we may summarise the purpose of allocating expenses as twofold.
Firstly, to try to match sources of cost with sources of revenue, so as to
minimise vulnerability to unrecovered costs and maximise contribution to cost
coverage, and thereby profitability. Secondly, as a basis for understanding the
commercial impact of the sources of cost, so as to arrange them structurally to
minimise the level of costs. The continuous achievement of these two objectives
produces minimum attainable costs, maximum profitability and minimum
vulnerability to possible variations in outcome.
In pursuing these objectives three important facts will be immediately
apparent. Staff related costs constitute the lion's share of operating expenses
and therefore warrant the greatest amount of attention. Also most expenses are
not directly related to single classes of business and we will therefore need to
formulate a meaningful basis for allocating to several classes. Finally, fixed
costs and variable costs are quite clear in theory, although, as the previous
section described, these labels are actually a function of the time horizon
being considered. In practice, some costs, particularly those for processing
business which are people-related, are neither fixed nor variable. The cost can
be curtailed if business drops, but not very quickly, and vice-versa. A
possible decision to stop writing a particular class of business may well hinge
on the question 'How quickly can we shed the related resources?'.
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Let us briefly consider the various levels of allocation for a proprietary
composite office. There is no generally accepted terminology for the precise
meaning of 'classes', 'products', 'lines of business' etc. Each company tends
to have a slightly different interpretation of these terms relative to its own
range of business. In what follows, therefore, the use of these terms is
described at each stage of the illustration.
The first level of allocation is between Life and General business. A
proprietary composite has two distinct classes of 'surplus owners', shareholders
and With-Profit policyholders. In the General Fund all available surplus
belongs to shareholders. In the Life Fund all but a minor part of available
surplus belongs to With-profit policyholders. The allocation of expenses to the
Life or the General business will directly reduce respectively either the W.P.
policyholders' or the shareholders' surplus. It is therefore important to
segregate operationally as many costs as possible and to scrupulously allocate
directly attributable costs as accurately as possible. Care must then be taken
to ensure an equitable division of other costs.
The next level of allocation is an operational one. This means essentially
'Personal' and 'Commercial' or Fire, Accident and Motor.
The next level is to classes. This means for example (Commercial) Fire, Fleet
Motor, Glass, Marine and (Personal) Domestic, Private Motor, Travel, Personal
Accident. The basic differences in the nature of different classes, which
underlie their business separation in the first place, are reflected also in
their associated expense levels and characteristics. The historical tendency to
allocate expenses to classes on the basis of relative premium income is not very
satisfactory in achieving the basic purposes noted above. More recent practice,
reflecting the objectives better, is to allocate as many expenses .directly to
classes as possible. The remainder is then allocated on a variety of bases.
Within classes, we next have products. This means for example 'special'
private motor, say 'for over age 50 drivers', or 'building and contents'
domestic cover. There may be multi-class products and some classes may consist
of a single product.
Finally, the lowest level of allocation will be within product or class. This
means essentially band discrimination such as large versus small risk within a
Commercial Fleet Motor class. This would, for example, result in charging a
different percentage loading of premium for large and small risks.
The distinction between 'new' and 'renewed' business in General Insurance is
far less clear than in Life Insurance. The fact that contracts are
one-year-renewable, rather than long term, means that renewing policyholders as
well as first time policyholders are to a large extent being actively
'reacquired' each year. Having said this, certain groups of staff and costs can
clearly be associated with acquiring new business rather than renewing existing
business and to this extent might be so allocated. However, the relative
profitability of new versus renewed business is a less obvious concept than that
of, say, Commercial Fire versus Commercial Motor. In practice, no distinction
is made in the pricing of new versus renewing business, but a differential
allocation of expenses may be relevant.
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addressing the possible purposes listed at the beginning of this section. The
survey indicates that a variety of different bases are being used by different
companies to allocate costs. This reflects the practical impossibility of
measuring direct resource consumption by class uniquely. At the very least, all
are obliged to do something for published accounts and DTI returns. Some
companies may allocate direct (or even all) costs in proportion to their
business classes' relative premium income. This may be completely misleading as
an indication of the true relative resources consumed. At the very least such a
basis of allocation even if used in published accounts should not be used for a
company's internal management accounts. It is equally inappropriate to use such
a basis for setting premiums. In terms of allocating direct costs out where
appropriate, it would not be expected generally that doing so on a time-sheet
basis or on a functional allocation basis would give very different results.
Costs will generally be recorded for cost centres and then allocated by
different weightings considered appropriate as a relative measure or proxy for
that resource's relative consumption at business class level.
For example, salary costs can be allocated by timesheet, function, gross written
premium; premises' costs by floor area, head-count; DP costs by usage, policy
numbers, transaction volumes, gross written premium. Indirect costs are even
more problematical to allocate being one stage less directly associated with any
particular class of business. Methods which can be used include: pro-rata by
overall direct costs, by salaries, policy'numbers or by gross written premium.
Allocation of total expenses will give a completely different perspective on a
class' profitability than considering its contribution to fixed expenses
(marginal costing). It is quite possible that a total allocation might indicate
a 'trading loss' on a particular class, whereas marginally costed (i.e. after
directly attributable costs) the operation was producing a healthy positive
contribution to fixed expenses. The following example illustrates this
situation;
Class 1

Class 2

Total

Premium Income

100

200

300

Claims incurred

80

160

240

Direct Expenses

5

25

30

10

20

30

Overheads
U/W Result:
Including overheads

5

Excluding overheads

15

(5)
15

n/a
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basis is re-examined or when the ceiling of business which the fixed resource
can handle has been exceeded. The marginal costing basis may therefore be
misleading after such a step change. A management view on the benefits of
trying to expand a volume of business by 50%, or whatever, may be altered if
this necessitates a material increase in the current fixed costs in order to
achieve it. Both ways (i.e. total and marginal) carry their respective dangers
in particular circumstances. It is therefore essential for such proper
management decisions to look at the situation both ways in the knowledge of the
broad underlying picture. This is explored further in the context of pricing
and profitability in Section 4,
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4.1 Costing or Pricing
The practice of expense allocation is more that of 'finding a home for the
costs of running the business' or 'making adequate charges against various
accounts for control purposes' than of finding the right price or optimising
profit. We need to look a little further if we want profitability to drive the
business.
4.2 Ex ante or ex post
How, ideally, would we price a risk? In theory, we start well. We know what
losses to expect from this sort of risk; we know an arrival/run-off pattern for
the claims; so we can do some Net Present Value sums on claims costs. (They
will actually be Net Then Value rather then NPV's, because we are probably
setting rates for some future time; but we can cope with that).
Commission is easy since most premium is received net of commission, and the
rate is known or negotiated. We can make adjustments for the rate of arrival of
premium, building in costs for credit terms. We can assess the variable costs
of particular types of risk, be they extra postage stamps or an additional
survey. Assuming that we have the information at our command, there will be
little controversy over how these features should be built into the price.
Hereafter, however, we run into areas for which there are not even theoretically
correct solutions.
It is all very well to come along ex post and spread the fixed costs you know
you have incurred amongst the business you know you have written (pro rata with
premium? or policy count? or claims? or something?). It is quite another thing
to agree ex ante that fixed costs (by definition payable whether a particular
risk is underwritten or not) should affect the price in a particular way. And
yet if no provision for fixed cost is made in pricing, doom looms.
A further complication is that many supposedly variable costs are in practice
pseudo-fixed. Labour is theoretically variable (if the work increases - take on
more people etc.); actually it is extremely viscous - especially in the downward
direction.
And what about profit? To what extent should we build an acceptable, or
desirable profit margin into the price; or simply accept that profit springs
from random investment performance, or lucky errors in loss ratio prediction?
When we examine these areas we have instinctive sympathy with two apparently
opposing camps. On the one hand it seems entirely reasonable to argue for
financial credibility in the pricing of risks. On the other hand we see how
difficult it is for marketing and sales people to operate within an inflexible
environment of financial accountability - they need to 'make deals'.
In general, pricing, which by definition must be done ex ante, calls for a
different philosophy from the assessment of profitability, which can only be
finalised ex post. And yet the two must be compatible, and must emerge from the
same generic data sources.
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If we accept that there should be a pricing philosophy complementary to that
of profitability then we need to establish the fundamental purpose of pricing.
That purpose is surely to secure a flow of business that will, in the long term,
optimise the profit accrual of the company.
We have agreed above, however» that the profitability of business will not be
known until much later on in the process, let alone the optimal path. In
realistic terms, therefore, we must limit the fundamental purpose to that of
securing a flow of business deemed satisfactory at the time. There is certainly
no reason not to take account of the 'easy' costs - claims, commission, variable
costs, but it is reasonable to take a robust attitude to the rest. Advertising
budgets are very hard to judge in terms of benefit, and more or less impossible
to allocate amongst products. It is quite respectable, therefore, to set them
at a semi-arbitrary level and leave it at that. Under such circumstances it
would clearly be inappropriate to introduce them as a critical feature of
pricing. Arguably there is no more justification for the elaborate allocation
of other fixed costs at the pricing stage - a flat percentage will do.
The advantage of this approach is to allow the 'salesman', face to face with
the customer, maximum flexibility to produce business. Provided that he
balances his prices about a norm, including a satisfactory margin for all the
fixed or pseudo-fixed costs, he should be at liberty to price individual risks
down to the limit of commission plus expected claims plus variable costs should
the marketing conditions make it reasonable.
This argument does, of course, imply that the 'salesman' is in a flexible
environment as regards pricing at the point of sale. If he is bound by a
ratebook to charge a particular price, as in the case of motor insurance, say,
the room for sophistication is absent. The ratebook will have made (inflexible)
provision for the fixed cost elements.
4.4 Profit
At the end of the day, often a very long day, it will be evident whether the
pricing achieved was profitable. As a strategic tool that statement is somewhat
unhelpful, but it would take an extremely brave man in the insurance industry to
predict the level of profit in a particular year. At a point in time,
therefore, cost allocation must be carried out, and the profitability of each
product at some date in the past assessed. This is when profitability is fed
back into the pricing system through the assessment of the assumptions
previously used. There may be other factors which influence pricing like the
availability or current level of capital.
The critical point here is that the fixed cost assumptions may be robust in
their application - a single percentage block to be manipulated at will by the
'salesman' - but they must be fully understood. The individual elements must be
predicted and, ex post, judged. Furthermore, the reason for differences must be
fully understood.
Consider the following scenario:
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margin of 15% for other expenses. The outcome is that everything is correct
except for the block margin, which is 25%.
There are three possible reasons for this:
a) Costs have risen, and will stay higher.
reinsurance is more expensive, etc.)

(Office rents have risen,

b) There has been an exceptional expenditure in the year (computer blew a
gasket, Head office fell down)
c) Premium was less than expected; although costs were as predicted in absolute
terms, the percentage was set too low.
In the first case it could be appropriate to raise the margin in future
pricing; in the second case it would not. The third case is the most
interesting. The instinct would be to raise prices (not least to recoup losses
- totally illogical). Unless, however, there are reasons to believe that there
have been structural changes in the market permanently reducing its size, or
that there is a realistic expectation that the company will never write the same
volume again, there is no reason to feed the profitability though into pricing.
But we must know. And that can only be achieved through a process of
prediction, assessment and revision. Very often this circle is not completed,
4.5 Summary
Ideally, with perfect foreknowledge, profitability and pricing would be parts
of a single process. In practice pricing is travelling in hope, and
profitability something you find out after you have arrived. The processes are
complementary, therefore, rather than identical. As a consequence different
price allocation models may be appropriate reflecting the different knowledge
bases at the relevant times.
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5.1 Introduction
This section has been divided into six parts covering the treatment of General
Insurance expenses in: UK financial statements, Department of Trade & Industry
Returns, UK taxation computations, US financial statements (US GAAP), US
statutory accounting and European accounting.
5.2 UK Financial Statements
a) ABI SORP
A Statement of Recommended Practice on Accounting for Insurance Business
(SORP) was issued by the Association of British Insurers in December 1986. This
statement is intended by the ABI to supplement Statements of Standard Accounting
Practice (SSAP's) issued by the Councils of the accountancy bodies. The ABI
SORP is currently an exposure draft and has not, as yet, been recognised by the
accountancy bodies. It is, however, the only authoritative summary available in
the UK of current best accounting practice. (Extracts from the SORP are
included as Appendix A ) .
Certain of the requirements for expense accounting indicated by the SORP and
summarised in the appendix diverge from the practices currently followed by a
number of companies'. The following are among the more important:
i) To comply with the accruals concept, the SORP requires the calculation of
deferred acquisition expenses when using the annual and deferred annual
accounting bases. It requires that an accurate method be adopted for the
calculation but does not specify whether overhead expenses should be included in
addition to commissions. The SORP also requires that the amount of deferred
acquisition expenses and the net change in the deferred acquisition expenses
incurred be disclosed.
ii) Claims handling expenses should be charged in full against the revenue of
the accounting period in which the claims are incurred. The SORP recommends
that expenses which are anticipated to become payable in subsequent accounting
periods in relation to incurred claims should be provided for. It also
recommends that they be provided for as a component of the provisions for claims
outstanding figures. This seems inconsistent with the SORP requirement to
disclose deferred acquisition expenses separately from the unearned premium
provision.
iii) The SORP requires that a specific bad debt provision should be established
for debts which are regarded as uncollectable and that this provision should be
charged to expenses. It does not clarify how the bad debt component of an IBNR
projection should be dealt with.
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The practical application of the Companies Act 1985 to expense accounting in
financial statements is generally well understood. References to relevant
sections and schedules of the Companies Act 1985 are included in Appendix B.
The exemptions available to insurance companies can have implications for
expenses. It is permissible, for example, for realised exchange gains or losses
to be written off directly to reserves rather than through the profit and loss
account. Greater flexibility also exists for the treatment of goodwill and
preliminary expenses for example.
c) Fourth Directive
The European Commission have now prepared a draft Fourth Directive which would
be applicable to insurance companies. It is likely to introduce fundamental
presentational and accounting changes. As far as expenses are concerned, the
key issue other than presentation concerns future availability of the exemptions
referred to above.
The presentational changes are unlikely to create major difficulties. The
Directive is rigid about set-off; none will be allowed. Thus separate
disclosure will be required of commissions paid and commissions received and of
unearned premiums and deferred acquisition costs.
The draft directive suggests the following disclosure for expenses charged to
the "Non-Life Insurance Business Technical Account":
Commissions and other technical charges:
- Commissions

X

- Administrative expenses

X

- Commissions and profit participation from
other insurance undertakings (-)

X

- Variations in deferred acquisition costs (+ or -)

X

Net amount of commissions and other technical
charges

X
==

Investment charges, split between those relating to land and buildings and
"other investment management charges" will be separately disclosed in the
"Non-Technical Account". These amounts will include interest. The
"Non-Technical Account" will also include separate disclosure of "Non-Investment
Charges", Tax and Extraordinary Charges.
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d) SSAP's
Apart from the Companies Act requirements already referred to, financial
statements have to comply with Statements of Standard Accounting Practice
(SSAP's) to the extent that these do not override statutory exemptions. The
more important Standards as far as General Insurance expense accounting are
concerned are as follows;
i) SSAP
ii)
iii)
iv)
v)
vi)
vii)

SSAP
SSAP
SSAP
SSAP
SSAP
SSAP

2 - particularly the four fundamental accounting concepts; going
concern, accruals, consistency and prudence
6 - dealing with extraordinary items and prior year adjustments
12 - accounting for depreciation
15 - accounting for deferred tax
20 - foreign currency transactions
21 - accounting for leases and hire purchase contracts
22 - accounting for goodwill

Due to the availability of statutory exemptions, the significance of SSAP's 20
and 22 are reduced for an insurance company. The remaining standards do not
generally create difficulties for insurance companies and normally enable the
practices followed for management accounts purposes to be adhered to for
financial reporting purposes.
5.3 Department of Trade and Industry Returns
The requirement for annual returns is contained in the Insurance Companies Act
1982. Detailed requirements are specified by the Insurance Companies (Accounts
and Statements) Regulations 1983, Broadly speaking, the returns provide a
financial analysis of an insurance company on a break-up basis with the
Inclusion of statutory solvency margins. Following this doctrine, a provision
is required In respect of the expenses for settling claims outstanding. Other
expenses are accounted for on an incurred basis and the format of the returns
encourages them to be allocated to underwriting accounts with some flexibility
on the presentation. In particular, Form 20 line 72 permits "other expenditure"
to be attributed to the underwriting accounts. Expenses not dealt with directly
in the underwriting account or attributed to it are dealt with as management
expenses on Form 16. Form 16 also deals with interest payable and taxation.
Despite the emphasis on a break-up valuation, Form 22 does permit management
expenses and commission to be carried forward to the next financial year (column
3). It is worth noting, however, that a provision for unexpired risks is
anticipated in the forms thereby recognising any run-off losses which are
foreseen. Principles for the valuation of assets and liabilities are contained
in the Insurance Companies Regulations 1981.
Regulation 52 of the 1981 Regulations requires that liabilities are formulated
using "generally accepted accounting concepts, bases and policies or other
generally accepted methods appropriate for insurance companies". The
calculation of the various expense accruals and the unexpired risk provision is
therefore governed by the same concepts which apply to financial statements.
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A company writing General Insurance business within the charge to UK
corporation tax will be liable to corporation tax on its profits from that
business calculated under the normal rules of Schedule D Case I. The current
rate of corporation tax is 35%.
a)

Allowable

expenditure

Expenditure incurred wholly and exclusively for the purposes of the General
Insurance trade will normally be deductible in arriving at taxable profit.
There are no rules defining allowable expenditure although there are certain
items which are specifically disallowed. The trading profit or loss for
Schedule D Case I purposes is the profit or loss disclosed in the accounts
before taxation and allocations and distributions of profit and after making
certain adjustments for tax purposes. Appendix C contains a summary of some of
the more common adjustments to expenditure found in the tax computations of both
General Insurance companies and other UK trading companies.
b) Allocation of a higher proportion of overhead expenses incurred by a
Composite insurance company to its Life Fund
If an allocation of expenses between the Life Fund and General business fund
is unreasonable then there is a risk that the Inspector will seek to adjust the
allocation. The Income and Corporation Taxes Act, 1988, Section 76(2), suggests
that relief in respect of management expenses would not be given if it reduces
the corporation tax borne on the income and gains of its life assurance business
to less than would have been paid if the company had been charged to tax under
Schedule D Case I. His approach might be to restrict the deduction for
management expenses in the Life Fund. As the expenses would not have been borne
by the General profit and loss account it is not certain that he would make a
compensating adjustment to the General Insurance profits, because the Insurance
Companies Act, Section 25 prohibits the transfer of assets between the Life Fund
and the General business fund, unless the transfer constitutes a reimbursement
of expenditure borne by the other fund. One of the advantages of adopting a
rigorous approach to expense allocation is the resultant supporting
documentation for any inter-fund charges.
c)

Claims

handling

expenses

Provisions for settlement expenses are likely to be challenged by the
Inspector of Taxes on the basis that these should be allowed as management
expenses for the period in which they are "incurred", which the Inland Revenue
argue is the period in which the service is provided. Many companies do,
however, succeed in having provisions for settlement expenses allowed; normally
because this has been the treatment in the computation for a number of years.
It has also been successfully argued that at least that proportion of the
provision which relates to the more direct costs should be allowed; the Revenue
consider that general overheads should be treated as management expenses. The
need for a provision in DTI Returns and encouragement to establish one in the
ABI SORP are helpful factors on the side of companies.
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The preparation of US Financial Statements is broadly governed by US
"Generally Accepted Accounting Practice" (GAAP), which covers a range of
authorities who have issued guidance on accounting treatment, disclosure and
practice. These authorities are generally taken to comprise: AICPA (American
Institute of Certified Public Accountants), APB (Accounting Principles Board),
SEC (Securities and Exchange Commission) and FASB (Financial Accounting
Standards Board).
There is little US GAAP regulation specific to General Insurance expenses,
with the exception of FAS 60 concerning "Accounting and Reporting by Insurance
Enterprises". This statement, issued by FASB, establishes accounting and
reporting standards for the general-purpose financial statements of property and
liability insurance enterprises,
FAS 60 requires that costs incurred during the period, such as those relating
to investments, general administration, and policy maintenance, that do not vary
with and are not primarily related to the acquisition of new and renewal
insurance contracts shall be charged to expense as incurred. Commissions and
other costs that are primarily related to insurance contracts issued or renewed
("Acquisition Costs") should be capitalised and charged to expense in proportion
to premium revenue recognised. Unamortised acquisition costs are classified as
an asset.
Despite the absence of other regulations specific to General Insurance
expenses there is a general requirement to comply with other US GAAP. Therefore
accounting treatment should comply with Accounting Research Bulletins (ARB), APB
Opinions, SEC Regulations and other FAS's. ARB's were issued by a committee of
AICPA in a period to 1953 when ARB 43 was produced summarising the previous
bulletins; much of ARB 43 and later bulletins are still relevant today. APB has
issued over 30 opinions and there are about 100 FAS's in issue. In general UK
GAAP and US GAAP are very similar, although FAS's tend to be more specific,
rather than formulating general rules. Some of the significant differences
which may be important to General Insurance expenses are as follows:
a) Extraordinary items
The criteria for extraordinary items are considerably more narrow in the US
than in the UK (APB 30).
b) Pension costs
The prescriptive method of arriving at pension costs for US accounting
compared with the choice of actuarial methods allowed in the UK (which largely
will continue to be allowed under SSAP 24), could result in significant
differences (FAS 87).
c) Freehold and long leasehold properties
In the UK, it is occasionally the practice not to depreciate freehold and long
leasehold properties maintained in a state of good repair. Under US GAAP,
depreciation must be charged.
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The US insurance industry has been closely regulated by individual State
insurance authorities for many decades. SAP is derived from requirements of the
National Association of Insurance Commissioners (NAIC). Expenses have to be
classified, allocated and aggregated according to the operating functions which
generate the expense. Expense groups are specified in the NAIC Financial
Condition Examiners Handbook. It provides very specific guidance on the
composition of the five major expense groups which are defined:
Investment
Loss Adjustment
Acquisition, field supervision and collection
Taxes
General Expense
The Handbook then goes on to provide rules for allocation to the various lines
of business which are separately accounted for. These lines of business number
as many as 30 and some of those are sub-divided. These detailed accounting
requirements are translated into standard forms, or exhibits, which every
company must complete.
The room for managerial decision on how to allocate expenses is much reduced
by these detailed reporting requirements. It also enables inter office
investigations to be performed in more detail and with more reliability.
An Example of the Annual Insurance Expense Exhibit is shown in Appendix D.
Part I of the Exhibit gives the allocation to expense groups and Part II the
allocation to lines of business.
Like DTI Regulations, NAIC accounting and reporting requirements place an
emphasis on the financial condition of an insurer; solvency and liquidity. This
leads to a number of differences between SAP and GAAP for expense accounting.
In particular, costs incurred in acquiring business are charged in the current
accounting period for SAP. By contrast, deferred acquisition costs are
recognised for GAAP to allow these expenses to be amortised in proportion to
premium revenue recognition. Less significant differences may also be
encountered, depending on individual circumstances, for the treatment of
contingent commissions, loss expense reserves and deferred taxation.
NAIC requirements are supplemented by individual State requirements. Of
particular importance is Regulation 30 of the New York State Insurance
Regulations. Regulation 30 contains over 20 pages of detailed rules specifying
which items should be included in and excluded from the various expense
classifications. The Regulation is followed in a large number of other States.
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A quick survey of requirements in other European countries reveals a wide
variation:
Ireland follows SSAP's and compliance with the ABI SORP is encouraged.
Regulatory returns are almost identical to DTI returns.
The format for accounts in Italy and Belgium is specified by the law; in the
case of Belgium it reflects the EEC 4th Directive. Interestingly, Italy
requires expenses to be classified by function (underwriting, investments,
claims, overheads) while Belgium prefers a type of expenditure breakdown
(personnel, services, depreciation). Belgium also requires expenses to be split
over the main lines of business which are statutorily defined.
France tends to deal with expenses as overheads except for those which are
directly attributable to specific claims. These are charged to claims paid and
outstanding claims. An allowance is, however, made for future overhead expenses
by adding 5% to the provision for outstanding claims which represents processing
costs. France also has an unusual approach to deferred acquisition costs.
These are reflected by establishing a provision for unearned premiums and
unexpired risks by multiplying the gross unearned premiums by a combined loss
ratio.
Switzerland has no specific rules but tends to adopt a more prudent attitude
to deferred expenses by writing off all costs to profit and loss as soon as
possible.
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STUDY OF ACTUAL METHODS & FIGURES

6.1 Survey
a) Introduction
A survey was conducted of the practices used by UK companies in the
treatment of expenses with the intention of providing confirmation or otherwise
of many of the points made in the earlier sections. It would indicate the depth
to which expenses are investigated, the similarity between the approaches of
different companies and the common problems faced by companies. The intention
was to use a simple yet comprehensive questionnaire from which we could obtain a
consistent overall picture. The questionnaire is included as Appendix E.
b) Response
Twenty three companies were approached initially and asked whether they would
be prepared to provide information. They included some of the leading
composites, some Life companies with a significant General business operation,
some medium-sized General business companies and some specialist insurers and
reinsurers. Only one company did not bother to respond. Twenty one out of
these twenty two companies filled in the questionnaire, the remaining one
feeling unable to divulge the information.
c) Results
The questionnaire was set out along similar lines to Sections 2 to 5 of this
report and the answers are summarised below. Readers are advised to refer to
the questionnaire in Appendix Ε when reading this summary.
i) Purpose Most companies use expense analyses and allocations for all the
purposes listed in Q1 viz:- control, efficiency, profitability, measurement,
preparation of statutory and market information and the pricing of risks.
Surprisingly, a quarter said they do not use expense investigations for pricing.
ii) Accounting Although non-mandatory and only released in December 1986,
almost half the companies follow the Statement of Recommended Practice (SORP)
issued by the ABI fully. The areas in which the SORP is most commonly not
followed are 2 c ) , e) and f ) . A further 25% of companies intend to modify their
policies to achieve full compliance in the near future. Some companies do not
include relevant overhead expenses when calculating deferred acquisition costs.
The main implication of the removal of exemptions from Companies Act 1985 would
be to change accounting policy so that realised exchange gains and losses are
disclosed through the Ρ & L account rather than being taken directly to
reserves.
iii) Analysis All companies analyse expenses by the types listed in Q8 and
cars, office equipment, travel, entertainment, advertising and professional fees
were given as other categories. The breakdown indicated by the responses is as
follows:
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%

Range
%

Salaries

44

40 - 50

Other Staff Costs

16

14 - 20

Premises

11

7-15

DP

10

6-10

5

3 - 5

14

10 - 20

Communications
Other

100
The figures in the average column give the mean for each category and those
in the range column give the lower and upper quartiles for each category. Some
adjustments and approximations had to be made to the submitted returns in
arriving at these figures.
This survey shows that total staff costs absorb 60% of all expenses as opposed
to the 70% revealed in Rushton's 1977 paper. This difference may be explained
partly by the increasing importance of DP costs; partly by differences in
classification (e.g. salaries of DP staff may have been included within DP) and
partly because this survey looks at twenty one different sized companies whereas
Rushton's paper looked at the leading composites.
The wide variation amongst companies in this survey is probably more a
reflection of different definitions than of different organisational structures.
As an example, the ratio of salaries to other staff costs ranges from 2 : 1 to 4
: 1 (also see Section 6.3).
Besides branches and H.O. departments, other categories for source or cost
centre in expense analyses are: defined cost centres, special projects and Group
overheads. In addition to selling, underwriting, administration and claims some
companies analyse expenses by functions described as accounts (or finance),
investment and DP. Some companies do not split expenses by function.
iv) Allocation When allocating expenses virtually all companies go down at
least to DTI class level. Half go further and allocate expenses to internal
reporting classes with two going right down to product level. Three quarters of
the companies use DTI (or slightly different) allocations for internal
measurement of class profitability. Four companies say that profits are not
studied by accounting class but do not specify how they are studied.
About half the companies use more than one of the three methods (time
sheets, functional costing, work measurement) in allocating salary related
expenses. For companies using a single method, the most popular is functional
costing.
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generally have sub-divisions) and expenses are often recorded at cost centre
(branch, H.O. department) level. Some types are only recorded at a higher level
(Life, Non-Life). At the other extreme, some types can be measured directly at
the appropriate level which is generally class of business. For those
types which cannot be measured directly, some weighted measure (e.g. time
weighted, people weighted, salary weighted, GWP weighted) is used in allocating
expenses to class of business. Examples of measures in use are:
Salary Costs

:

By use of time sheets, work measurement, functional
costing

Other Staff Costs :

As above (i.e. in proportion to salary costs)

Premises

:

Floor area, staff numbers

DP Costs

:

Usage, number of policies, number of transactions, number
of policies weighted by a complexity factor, GWP, direct
allocation of costs of special systems.

Travel
Tele/Postage
Stationery

:

Actual incurred, salary costs, staff numbers, units used,
GWP, sampling

When it comes to indirect costs, these are initially split among the line
departments and then allocated down to class level. The most popular method in
use is to split them in proportion to the direct expenses. Other methods are:
in proportion to GWP, staff numbers, policy numbers and claim numbers. Some
companies use a pre-determined percentage of direct costs.
v) Operating Profitability Fourteen of the twenty one respondents have a
branch structure and over half of them allocate indirect expenses to branches in
the measurement of branch profitability. All apart from one allocate these
expenses in proportion to branch GWP. Although almost all the companies with a
branch structure measure results at branch level, only eight determine class
expenses separately for each branch in this measurement.
vi) Rating About half the companies incorporate expenses explicitly into the
rating structure, but only three admit to incorporating them at policy level.
In the rating of individual large risks about half the companies sometimes make
an allowance for direct expenses (i.e. use marginal costing) but the other half
never make use of it.
vii) Overall The responses are heartening as they show that considerable
attention is being devoted to the subject of expenses. Some companies are
further down the road than others and this is often a reflection of the
different needs of different types of organisations. Companies admit to
shortcomings in their approach - some have reviews underway and others have
plans in hand (or at least a long term aim) to do so. Some questions produced
ambiguous answers and some respondents rightly felt that the questionnaire
applied more to a direct insurer with a branch structure.
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This section describes an investigation into the expenses actually allocated
to the DTI Accounting Classes by twenty three companies in the UK in 1986. The
offices are included simply because DTI data was available for them - they are
not identical to the twenty three offices who responded to the survey in Section
6.1. Ratios of expenses, including commission, to premiums are set out in
Appendix F.
a) Sources of data
Data was extracted from the DTI Returns for the year ending 31st December 1986
(or earlier year-end date in 1986 if relevant). There are a number of ways in
which expenses could be compared with premiums and/or claims but the method
chosen was to relate expenses paid or due to be paid in a year with the premiums
earned in that year. Note that in the 1980 GISG Expenses Working Party paper
expenses were compared with premiums written, but more data is now available in
DTI Returns, Thus the calculations were based on the fields from the DTI
Returns set out below. The format for each field relates to (Form N o . ) . (Line
Nos.). (Column N o . ) .
Gross

Net

One-Year Classes (Accident & Health, Motor Vehicle, Property Damage, General
Liability, Pecuniary Loss):
Premiums Earned

21.(29+31). 1

21.(29+31).5

Expenses

22.(21+22+23).4

22.(21+22+23).4

Commission Paid

22.24.4

22.(24-25).4

Three-Year Classes (Aviation, Ships, Goods in Transit, Treaty-Non-Proportional):
Premiums Earned

24.(11+12).5

24.19.5

Expenses

24.31.5

24.31.5

Commission Paid

24.32.5

24.(32-33),5

Three-Year Class (Treaty-Proportional):
Premiums Earned

27.(12+15),3

27.19.3

Expenses

27.31.3

27.31.3

Commission

27.32.3

27.(32-33).3
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Ratios of expenses and commission, separately and combined, were calculated
for each accounting class for the 23 companies (if they transacted that class).
Combined results for all classes were also obtained. The companies were then
divided into three groups Small, Medium and Large according to their overall net
premiums in all classes combined. Average results within each size band were
also calculated for each accounting class. The detailed results for each class
within each company on a net basis are set out in Appendix F. It was felt that
net results were a more accurate indication of business volume and efficiency
than the corresponding gross figures, but some comments are given below on the
gross results.
c) Comments on results
i) There are some mathematically peculiar results:
- Timing differences (and accounting adjustments) can mean that in some
smaller classes expenses or commission are a disproportionate percentage of
premiums earned.
- Because the figures are net of reinsurance there are anomalies where
the net premiums or the net commission can be negative. This mainly
in the "Small Group" of companies. In particular the Aviation class
Crusader has a large negative net premium which distorts the results
Aviation class for the whole of the Small Group.

either
arises
of
of the

- Rounding to one decimal place can mean that "Commission/premiums" and
"Expenses/premiums" do not add up exactly to the "Total" percentage.
ii) Some economies of scale would appear to be demonstrated by the figures.
The overall combined commission and expense ratios for the Large, Medium and
Small groups are 32.3%, 33.6% and 38.8% respectively. Study of the size group
results for each class shows the same order of economies of scale in most
classes. Correlation co-efficients and tests for significance have not been
attempted!
iii) On the Gross basis (detailed figures not given in Appendix F) the overall
combined ratios for the Large, Medium and Small groups are 30.3%, 30.4% and
35.3% respectively. Most of this reduction of 2 or 3 percentage points takes
place in the Expense part of the ratio, as is fairly obvious. The closeness of
the overall result for Large and Medium groups is caused by the fact that the
Medium group have a higher proportion of Gross premiums in the 3-Year Accounting
classes where expense ratios are significantly lower.
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One source of comparison of expense distribution between companies is the ABI
Interstat interchange. The most illuminating comment it makes on the subject is
how very difficult .it is to make such comparisons. Despite close and careful
definition of expense categories by type, the output (shown as percentages of
written premium) varies so dramatically between companies that one can only
assume differences in classification.
One example shows how difficult classification can be: Computer Software may
in one company be bought in from external consultants, in another developed in
house. In the latter case much (most) of the cost will be lost in staff
salaries.
The categories identified are:
Salaries
Pensions, Ordinary Funding
Pensions, Topping-up
National Insurance
Staff Mortgage
Other Staff Costs
Property
Computer Hardware
Computer Software
Telephone, Telex, and Postage
Printing and Stationery
Motor Fleet Costs
Other Travel Expenses
Other Expenses
Total Expenses
Despite the problem mentioned above, the data are useful for some comparisons,
and for identifying trends from year to year.
The 1987 Larger Companies Interstat return shows a similar percentage
breakdown by expense type to the one revealed in our survey.
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APPENDIX A

STATEMENT OF RECOMMENDED PRACTICE ON ACCOUNTING FOR INSURANCE BUSINESS (SORP) EXPENSE ACCOUNTING AND DISCLOSURE REQUIREMENTS
As far as General Insurance expenses are concerned, the SORP recommends the
following (references in brackets are to the relevant paragraphs of the SORP).
Accounting
a) A clear distinction should be made between capital and revenue expenditure.
(21.2)
b) Expenses should be accounted for on an incurred basis. (21.6)
c) An accurate method of calculating deferred acquisition expenses should be
adopted. (22.2)
d) Under the fund accounting basis expenses should be charged on an incurred
basis. (22.5)
e) Under the annual or deferred annual accounting basis claims handling expenses
should be charged in full against the revenue of the accounting period in
which the claims are incurred. (23.1)
f) Investment expenses should be deducted from investment income and separately
disclosed. (24.1)
g)·Corporate expenses should be charged either to the revenue account or to the
profit and loss account as considered to be appropriate by the enterprise.
(25.1)
h) The amortisation of capital expenditure will be in accordance with SSAP
(26.1)

12.

i) If necessary a bad debt provision should be established and charged to
expenses. (27.1)
j) Provision should be made for all claims outstanding, whether notified or not,
and related claims handling expenses. (13.2)
Disclosure
The SORP also recommends that the following should be disclosed with regard to
expenses:
a) The amount of deferred acquisition expenses.

(22.3)

b) The basis adopted for assessing deferred acquisition expenses.
c) The net change in deferred acquisition expenses.

(22.4)

(22.4)

d) The amount of investment expenses deducted from investment income.
e) The policy adopted for capitalising expenditure.

(28.1)

The SORP also provides a "possible classification of expenses".

(24.1)

APPENDIX B

COMPANIES ACT 1985 - RELEVANT SECTIONS AND SCHEDULES
The financial statements of UK companies have to comply with the Companies Act
1985. Requirements for the accounts of insurance companies, meaning insurance
companies to which Part II of the Insurance Companies Act 1982 applies, are
dealt with in Sections 257 - 262 of the Companies Act 1985. These Sections
state that:
a) Insurance company accounts have to comply with Schedule 9 of the Act rather
than Schedule 4. This arises because insurance and other special category
companies were excluded from the European Community Fourth Directive which is
reflected in UK law by Schedule 4.
b) Certain exceptions to Schedule 9's requirements are noted in Part III of
Schedule 9.
c) Where a company has availed itself to the benefits of any of the provisions
of Part III of Schedule 9, the audit report no longer has to state that the
financial statements give a "true and fair view".

APPENDIX C

UK TAXATION COMPUTATIONS - COMMON ADJUSTMENTS TO EXPENDITURE
a) Entertainment - not allowable unless reasonable and in respect of staff
entertainment.
b) Expenditure of a capital rather than of an income nature.
c) General provisions for bad debts. Relief will be allowed in the year in
which a debt becomes bad or is specifically estimated to be bad.
d) Charges on income - certain annual interest payments and other annual
payments are not allowed as a deduction in arriving at the Schedule D Case I
result but are allowed as a "charge on income" in computing the total taxable
profits of the company from all sources. Relief for such charges on income
is given on the amount paid in the accounting period and not by reference to
the amount accrued. Thus tax relief for accruals at the year end of such
items is postponed until the following period.
e) Depreciation and amortisation, including profits or losses on sales of fixed
assets is excluded from the tax computation. However, certain items will
qualify for tax capital allowances. The most common items qualifying for
capital allowances to a financial services company would be:
Office furniture, equipment and some
fittings
Cars costing £8,000 or less
Cars costing more than £8,000

25% writing down allowance on a
reducing balance basis
ditto
Writing down allowance restricted to
the greater of £2,000 or 25% of the
written down balance

(If the sale proceeds of an asset exceed the original cost then, depending on
the precise circumstances, a taxable capital gain may arise).
f) If a car costing more than £8,000 is leased by the company then there will be
a restriction in the amount of the lease rental deductible.

INSURANCE EXPENSE EXHIBIT - 1985

APPENDIX D

APPENDIX E

QUESTIONNAIRE

Expenses Working Party: Institute of Actuaries - General Insurance Study Group

Purpose
1. Which of the following purposes do you
use expense analyses and allocations for?
a) As part of a control mechanism (eg budgets )

Yes

No

b) If yes then does the control mechanism involve
setting agreed targets for items of expense?

Yes

No

c) Evaluating the efficiency of your existing
structure

Yes

No

d) Assessing profits for internal purposes
- at class or product level
- at operating unit level

Yes
Yes

No
No

e) Preparing statutory/market information
- Company Accounts
- DTI returns
- Taxation computations
- Market schemes

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

No
No
No
No

f) Pricing of risks

Yes

No

N/A

N/A

ABI SORP
2. Please indicate whether your organisation follows the Statement of
Recommended Practice issued by the ABI in December 1986 with respect to
the following (references in brackets denote SORP paragraph numbers).
a) A clear distinction should be made between
capital and revenue expenditure (12.1)

Yes

No

N/A

b) Expenses should be accounted for on an
incurred basis (12.2)

Yes

No

N/A

c) An accurate method of calculating deferred
acquisition expenses should be adopted (12.3)

Yes

No

N/A

d) Under the fund accounting basis expenses
should be charged on an incurred basis (12.4)

Yes

No

N/A

e) Under the annual or deferred annual accounting
basis claims handling expenses should be
charged in full against the revenue of the
accounting period in which the claims are
incurred (12.5)

Yes

No

N/A

f) Investment expenses should be deducted from
investment income and separately disclosed
(12.6)

Yes

No

N/A

g) Corporate expenses should be charged either
to the revenue account or to the profit and
loss account as considered to be appropriate
by the enterprise (12.7)

Yes

No

N/A

h) The amortisation of capital expenditure will
be in accordance with SSAP 12 (12.8)

Yes

No

N/A

i) If necessary a bad debt provision should be
established and charged to expenses (12.9)

Yes

No

N/A

j) Provision should be made for all claims
outstanding, whether notified or not,
and related claims handling expenses (13.2)

Yes

No

N/A

Yes

No

N/A

3. For "No" answers to Q.2; do you plan to
modify any of your existing accounting
policies to comply with the above?
(ring as appropriate)
a

b

c

d

e

f

g

h

i

j

4. For "No" answers to Q.2 and where you do
not plan to adopt the SORP requirement;
what is the main reason for not changing?
Please tick as appropriate:
a) Compliance with overseas parent company
accounting policies
b) Disagreement with SORP approach
c) Preference not to make any changes until
the SORP is better established
d) Other
Please expand on your answer as appropriate

5. Do you include relevant overhead expenses as
well as commissions when calculating deferred
acquisition costs?

6. Would the removal of exemptions from Companies
Act 1985 requirements applicable to insurance
companies (detailed in Part III of Schedule 9
to Companies Act 1985) have any implications
for accounting policies adopted by your company?
(eg taking realised exchange gains and losses
directly to reserves rather than through the
profit and loss account, treatment of goodwill
and preliminary expenses).

Yes

No

Yes

No

a) Salaries

Yes

No

b) Other Staff costs
(Pensions, N.I, House Subsidy etc)

Yes

No

c) Premises

Yes

No

d) D Ρ

Yes

No

e) Communications

Yes

No

f) Other (please specify)

Yes

No

Please specify:

Analysis
7. Are expenses analysed by type?

8. If yes, which categories are used?

9. Could you indicate the approximate percentage
of expenses that fall into the categories below?

%

a) Salaries (including salaries of employees
involved with c) to f) below)
b) Other Staff Costs
c) Premises
d) D Ρ
e) Communications
f) Other
100

10. Are expenses analysed by source/cost centre?

Yes

No

a) Branch

Yes

No

b) H.O. Departments

Yes

No

c) Other (please specify)

Yes

No

Yes

No

a) Selling

Yes

NO

b) underwriting

Yes

No

c) Administration

Yes

No

d) Claims

Yes

No

e) Other (please specify)

Yes

No

a) UK and Non-UK business?

Yes

No

N/A

b) Life and Non-Life business?

Yes

No

N/A

11. If yes, which categories are used?

12. Are expenses analysed by function?

N/A

13. If yes, which categories are used?

Allocation
14. Does your organisation allocate expenses between

15. To what level are allocations carried out?
(in order of increasing fineness) Please tick one
a) Non-Life
b) Fire & Accident, Reinsurance, Marine
c) Department (e.g. Commercial/Personal
or Fire/Accident)
d) DTI Classes
(e.g. Motor Vehicle)
e) Internal Reporting Classes
(e.g Private Motor, Motor Fleet, Motor Cycle)
f) Products
(e.g. Protected Discount Motor Policy)

16. DTI Returns
a) Are expenses allocated to DTI Form 16 Line 21?
b) If yes, what do they represent?

c) How have they been apportioned?

17. Are the DTI allocations used for internal measurement
of profitability of each accounting class? Please tick
a) Yes
b) Slightly different allocations used
c) Some overheads not allocated for profit studies
d) Profit not studied by accounting class
e) Other (please detail)

Yes

No

18. What methods are used for allocating salary related expenses?
a) Time Sheets
b) Functional Costing
c) Work Measurement
d) Other (please specify)

19. When allocating DIRECT expenses, which of these categories are used, at
what level are expenses allocated (see Q.15) and what basis is used in
allocating them?
Category

used

Level of Allocation

(Y/N)
a) Other Staff Costs
b) Premises
c) D Ρ Costs
a) Travel
e) Entertaining
f) Tele/Postages
g) Stationery
h) Other
(please specify)

NB. Direct expenses are those arising from the handling
-- of the individual class of business.
Examples of bases'of allocation are:
by GWP, by NWP, by Computer Usage, by Staff Numbers,
by No of policies, by floor area, in proportion to
direct expenses.

Basis of Allocation

20. When allocating INDIRECT expenses, which of these categories are used, at
what level are expenses allocated (see Q.15) and what basis is used in
allocating them?
Category

Used

Level of Allocation

Basis of Allocation

(Y/N)
a) Salary Costs
b) Other Staff Costs
c) Premises
d) D Ρ Costs
e) Travel
f) Entertaining
g) Tele/Postages
h) Stationery
i) Other
(please specify)

Operating Profitability
21. Do you have a branch structure?

yes

No

22. If yes, do you use allocated indirect expenses
in the measurement of branch profit?

Yes

No

24. Are branch results sub-divided by class/product?

Yes

No

25. If yes, are class/product expenses determined
separately for each branch?

Yes

No

23. If yes, please specify bases used in allocation
(e.g. proportion to Branch GWP)

N/A

Rating
26. Are expenses incorporated explicity into the
rating structure?
a) at class level

Yes

No

b) at product level

Yes

No

Yes

No

27. Are expenses incorporated at policy level?

28. If yes, which bases are used and for which classes?
Basis

Y/N

a) Fixed policy charge
b) Size Measure - premium
c) Size - other than premium
(please specify)

d) Other (please specify)

29. When rating large risks, is the principle of marginal
costing used? (i.e. as far as expenses are concerned
do you incorporate only the direct expenses into the
premium). Please tick
a) Never
b) Only on new business
c) Sometimes
d) Frequently
e) Always

Classes

Comments
Please give below comments
a) on the questions asked and
b) on any matters which are not adequately covered in the questionnaire.

APPENDIX F

1986 DTI RETURNS EXPENSE RATIOS - LARGE OFFICES

APPENDIX F

1986 DTI RETURNS EXPENSE RATIOS - LARGE OFFICES

APPENDIX F

1986 DTI RETURNS EXPENSE RATIOS - SMALL OFFICES

